Algebraic tools for mixed computation are presented. Some axioms for informational objects, program functions, inputs and outputs are introduced.
Introduction

The historical information
The concept of mixed computation [l] was conceived for partial execution of programs whose result consists of two components:
an intermediate memory state and a residual program.
Some introductory remarks from [2] are given below. During a program execution, a situation occurs which allows some program fragments to be carried out of brackets (suspended) and separately executed. For example, if the program is a sequence of statements A, ; . . . ; A5 and there is no data flow between statements A,, A, and A,, A,, then the statements A,, A, can be suspended, which means that the sequence A,;A4;A5 will be executed at first and then A,;A,.
In contrast with conventional or normal computation, the two-stage computation discussed above will be called partitioned. The Mixed computation exploits the fact that some components of the informational structure of a program are separable. Partitioned computation allows separation of informational components that are intertwined by the control structure of a program. Thus, the transformation of a program in order to make informationally independent program components logically independent can be regarded as a static factorization of the program.
In [2] , three algorithms mix, mix' and mix of mixed computation were developed. The mix algorithm is very natural but in general it is not correct. In [4] the correctness of mix was achieved by algebraic means. The algebra [4] is a realization of the transformational approach [3] to mixed computation. The present paper is a modification of [4] .
DMS-algebra
The algebra from [4] is a deterministic memory state one. Let R be a set of memory locations and C be a set of constants; then a memory state is a partial function s from R to C. The DMS-algebra constructed on (R, C) is defined as a frame QR, n, u, \; s, 0, +> *, n)
where S is the set of all memory states; 0 E S, O(r) is undefined for any rER;+:SxS+S;*,n:Sx2R+S;foranys,s,,s,ES,YcR; 
Note.
If R is an arbitrary set and C = {t, f} then a memory state may be considered as a three-value predicate from R to {t, f, 0).
Operators
A notion of a program is modelled by an abstract "operator". An operator is defined as a frame
where p is the name, p is the function (the partial function from S to S), in(p) G R is the input, out(p) G R is the complete output, yes(p) c R is the obligatory output of the operator. Here we will call p an operator and write it down as
If prog is an Algol-like program then yes(prog) is the set of locations which are assigned on any path of the program from begin to end.
An operator p is said to be fundamental iff it satisfies the following conditions (axioms):
Vs (p(s) is defined 3 yes(p) YE d(p(s))).
A fundamental operator may be regarded as a closed information module.
Commentary to axioms. If p(s) is defined then
(0) an additional input information is passive; it is added to j!(s) and neutralized by s and p(s):
(1) p(s * in(p)) is defined; (2) p(s) is equivalent to s up to out(p);
is defined for any r-Eyes(p).
Explicators
For 
Superposition of operators
Let p, . p2 be the name of an operator such that
The operation "." is associative.
It is true that if p, and p2 are fundamental then p, . p2 is also fundamental. There are some possibilities for merging the operators and for parallel execution of transformations. (1) 
(6)
(8)
(10)
Quasi-Boolean algebra
A frame (X, 0, +, * 3 A> (now the symbols 0, f, *, fI have new meanings) is a quasi-Boolean algebra iff (i) X is a nonempty set (of information elements); (ii) OEX; (iii) +, *, n : X x X + X; these operations satisfy the following conditions (axioms): for any x, y, 2 E X: It is true that the (Al)-(A16) axiom system is the complete axiomatization of equality in any NDMS-algebra (for any basis of memory) [5] .
Further through the text we suppose some quasi-Boolean algebra (X, 0, +, *, a)
to be fixed. Let, by definition, for any x, y E X xsy '3 Zlz(y=x+z). 
3. Fundamental operators and recognizers
Fundamental operators
Let for any partial functions f, f, , fi from X to X, for any x, y E X,
An operator is a frame
where f is a partial function from X to X; x, y, z E X. If the operator (f, x, y, z) is marked by p, then f, x, y, z are marked by p, in (p), out(p), yes(p). respectively. We state that for any operators p,, pz
An operator p is said to be fundamental iff the following properties hold:
vx(#(P, x) * yes(p) * p(x) = yes(p)).
For any operator p,
WP) =a vx~y(#(~%xx)&x~y 3 #(P,y)&P(x)~P(y)).
(53) Proof. Proof of Fl( p. q). We have to prove #(p . q, x * in( p. q)), i.e.
#(P,x*in(p.q))&f(~,,(x*in(p'q))).
#( j?, x) and Fl (p) imply #( p, x * in(p)); furthermore, in(p) G in( p. q) and (54) imply #(p, x * in( p. 4)).
Now we have to prove #(Q, p(x * in( p * 9))). R(ij, p(x)) and Fl(q) imply #(q,p(x) *in(q)); (54) for q and
imply #(q, ii(x * in (p . 4)) ).
Now we have to prove (55). #(p, x) and Fl( p) imply #(p, x * in(p)); FO( p) implies p(x) =p(x * in(p))+xAin(p).
We have
The equality
is true since
Relation (55) is equivalent to having the relation =Z between the right-hand sides of (56) and (57). This can be derived from relation (26) by some substitutions. For any fundamental operator p, for any x E X, #(P, x) c=j #(P, x * in(p)),
p(x) =p(x * in(p))+x,
#(j&x) * p(x)nout(p)=xaout(p).
For any fundamental operators p and q, for any x E X, if p NI q then #(p, x) 3 x *in(q) =p(x) * in(q),
#(p,x) =3 p(x)*in(q)CxAout(p), 
P' 4 (X)==q(xaout(P))+p(x),
p.q(x)==(~(x*in(q)))*out(q)+(p(x*in(p)))*out(p)+x, 
